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Dear Hathor Network Community,

I am delighted to write to you at the close of another outstanding quarter 
for Hathor Network and the broader blockchain and cryptocurrency 
industry. This quarter’s journey has been marked by significant 
milestones, reflecting our commitment to innovation and excellence.

A highlight of this quarter has been our significant strides in developing 
Nano Contracts. This innovation stands at the forefront of our 
technological advancements, offering unprecedented efficiency 
and versatility in smart contract deployment. Our team’s dedication 
has paid off, as we now witness several esteemed partners actively 
testing, validating, and enhancing our Nano Contract technology. This 
collaborative effort is not just a testament to the robustness of our 
platform but also to the trust and value we share with our partners.

Furthermore, this quarter marked our active participation in several key 
industry events where we had the opportunity to take the stage and 
share our vision and developments with a global audience. Our presence 
at these events has not only bolstered our network’s visibility but also 
allowed us to engage directly with the community, gather valuable 
feedback, and foster new partnerships.

Additionally, we are thrilled to announce the relaunch of our website, a 
significant milestone that mirrors the advanced stage of development 
our network has achieved. The newly redesigned platform offers an 
enhanced user experience, rich with informative content tailored to 
our users’ needs. A key feature of this overhaul is our exclusive blog, 
‘Blockpedia,’ which is dedicated entirely to delving into the multifaceted 
applications of blockchain technology. Blockpedia serves as a 
comprehensive resource for understanding blockchain’s practical impact 
and potential across various sectors.

In addition to our internal achievements, the blockchain and 
cryptocurrency industry has witnessed remarkable growth this quarter. 
The global adoption of blockchain technology has accelerated, with 
numerous enterprises and governments acknowledging its potential to 
revolutionize various sectors.

I am excited about the opportunities as we look forward to the next 
quarter. We are on the brink of new technological breakthroughs that 
promise further to enhance the utility and reach of blockchain technology.

I want to thank our community, partners, and team members for their 
unwavering support and dedication. Your trust and commitment fuel our 
drive to innovate and excel.

VOLKER KUEBLER
CEO OF HATHOR LABS
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PRODUCT RELEASES AND UPDATES

Nano Contracts — In Q4, we made strides in Nano Contracts, 
addressing feedback from beta testers and initiating mobile 
wallet integration. Presentations to partners, led by the dynamic 
CTO Marcelo Brogliato, showcased the immense potential, 
featuring a live demo creating a blueprint using the SDK. 
Participants were thrilled to dive into the SDK and tools. Various 
use cases are actively developing exciting projects with Nanos. 
We are excited to announce the first public Nano Contracts 
presentation for community developers, led by Marcelo in 
English. Stay tuned for details on social channels.

USE CASES

Lifeverso is an innovative company blending joy and well-being 
through a secure, Blockchain-based platform. This platform 
facilitates interactive experiences and tangible benefits, focusing 
on community engagement. Additionally, a notable initiative 
includes collaborating with Hospital Amaral de Carvalho, 
creating a unique collection of NFTs, and allowing consumers to 
support the institution by purchasing collectible cards.

PARTNERSHIPS

In Q4, Hathor Labs achieved noteworthy partnerships, each 
contributing to distinct realms of technological innovation.

EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

23’Q4
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We have selected the main milestones of Q4’23 for those who want to quickly 
be updated about our latest progress, but we strongly encourage you to read 
through the full report. 
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In an innovative collaboration, Hathor Labs formed a strategic 
partnership with Cryptogranjas, a renowned green mining 
farm in Argentina. This partnership came through the Hathor 
Green initiative, which encourages sustainable mining practices. 
Miners adopting renewable energy sources became eligible for 
bonuses in HTR tokens, aligning with environmental principles. 
José Sarasola, CEO of Cryptogranjas, expressed enthusiasm for 
the partnership, emphasizing their commitment to sustainable 
blockchain solutions.

Expanding its influence in South America, Hathor partnered 
with Paradata SA in Paraguay. The collaboration accelerates 
innovation, positioning Paradata SA as a national reference in 
blockchain development, focusing on quality, safety, and legal 
security in digital services.

Additionally, Hathor Labs established a strategic partnership with 
Formula Chain, a boutique technology company for blockchain 
applications. This collaboration, rooted in technological 
innovation, aims to redefine the technological landscape by 
leveraging Formula Chain’s expertise in Artificial Intelligence, 
Permissioned Blockchain, SFN & CBDC Integration, and Tokenized 
Financial Services.

MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS 

New Website — In the past quarter, the Hathor Network has 
achieved a significant milestone by launching the latest version of 
its website and introducing Blockpedia, a blog powered by Hathor 
Labs. The revamped website not only represents a visual upgrade 
but also reflects the network’s mature stage of development, 
providing an intuitive interface to navigate through features, use 
cases, and the broader Hathor ecosystem. The site highlights 
Hathor’s innovative consensus algorithm, platform scalability, 
and versatility, emphasizing its role as a catalyst for decentralized 
innovation across various industries. 

The Blockpedia blog, introduced alongside the website, aims to 
foster a deeper connection with the community by serving as 
a space for shared knowledge and insights about blockchain 
applications in different industries. The invitation is extended 
to explore the new website and engage with the Blockpedia 
blog, with feedback encouraged for ongoing refinement and 
enhancement of offerings.
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USE CASES 
HIGHLIGHTS

LIFEVERSO

Lifeverso is an innovative company dedicated to enhancing 
people’s lives by promoting well-being and joy. Leveraging 
Blockchain technology, the company creates a secure and 
transparent platform where users can access interactive 
experiences and gain tangible benefits. Users actively 
participate in communities with shared interests, enjoying 
a system of digital collectibles, the Cards, which offer not 
only usage and entertainment but also the potential for 
future trade. Lifeverso stands out for its commitment to 
environmental and social sustainability, ensuring that its 
platform not only connects people and interests but does so 
in a responsible and conscientious manner.

It’s worth highlighting a project conducted in partnership with 
Hospital Amaral de Carvalho, where they created a donation 
system in the form of non-fungible tokens (NFTs). They 
crafted an exclusive collection of digital cards that allows 
consumers to purchase collectible cards to encourage 
contributions to the institution.

23’Q4

https://lifeverso.com.br/Home/Index
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PRODUCT RELEASES 
AND UPDATES

NANO CONTRACTS
In Q4, we worked on improvements and new features reported 
by some of the Nano Contracts beta testers. We also started 
working on implementing Nano Contracts in the mobile wallet.

During the quarter, we ran several presentations to partners 
and use cases, showcasing the current status and capabilities 
of Nano Contracts. Our CTO, Marcelo Brogliato, demonstrated 
the creation of a blueprint using the blueprint SDK, and after the 
presentation, the participants were given access to the SDK as 
well as some additional tools and documentation to help them 
kickstart their Nano journey!

We now have several use cases building exciting things with 
Nanos, and we are happy to inform everyone that we will 
soon arrange the first public Nano Contracts presentation for 
community developers! After the presentation, you will be able 
to start using the tools that have been made available so far 
and create your own blueprints using the SDK.

This presentation will be held in English by Marcelo, and we 
welcome everyone who is interested in learning more about 
what you can build on Hathor Network with Nanos to join. More 
information about the date and time will be shared on our 
social channels soon.

WALLETCONNECT
Earlier this year, we shared that we are implementing support for 
WalletConnect in our mobile and desktop wallets. WalletConnect 
is a protocol that enables wallets and other applications to 
communicate with the browser, e.g., by scanning a QR code or 
using deep linking to log in to dApps and sign transactions. If you 
have used a crypto wallet before, chances are that you already 
have used WalletConnect.

WalletConnect support will enhance the user and developer 
experience and prepare the ecosystem for the launch of Nano 
Contracts and dApps that are going to be built on the network.

23’Q4

https://blog.hathor.network/wallet-connect-support-7a434c777712
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The implementation of WalletConnect in the Hathor mobile 
wallet has been completed. We have not yet enabled 
WalletConnect in the public wallet but it is being tested by 
partner use cases, and when it’s time to release to everyone, it’s 
simply a matter of “flipping a switch” to activate it in the wallet. 
Next up, we will be implementing WalletConnect support in the 
desktop wallet.

If you are a developer and would like to develop a wallet on 
Hathor, we want to connect and help you. Please reach out to 
us on Discord. We are committed to supporting developers and 
working together to build the next generation of blockchain 
based applications.

EVENT QUEUE IMPROVEMENTS
Earlier, we wrote about the Event Queue, which was developed 
to make life easier for use cases when interacting with the 
Hathor full node. You can read more about the Event Queue in 
our blog post.

In Q4, we made improvements to the reliability and 
maintainability of the event simulator, and we improved the way 
clients interact with the Event Queue when it is restarted.

While the first improvement is internal, the second one 
changes the way clients interact with the feature. In the first 
implementation, there was no programmatic way for the client 
to know that the Event Queue was reset. This improvement 
provides a “queue ID” that can be used to invalidate requests 
when the required ID is different from the current “queue ID” 
provided by the full node..

SIGHASH BITMASK
In the old Hathor implementation of signature verification for 
transactions, all inputs and outputs were considered for the 
digital signature. This means that the entire transaction was 
involved in the digital signature process, making it an all-only 
approach. However, with the new sighash types introduced in 
this project, each input can now selectively choose which inputs 
and outputs it wants to include in the signature verification 
process. This selective approach enables more flexibility and 
granularity when signing transactions.

The old implementation required both wallets to be online for 
communication during the atomic swap process. This involved 

https://discord.gg/aWukZZX
https://blog.hathor.network/simplifying-use-case-integrations-16fca2f6c854
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exchanging messages to fulfill inputs and outputs, followed by a 
second round of messages to exchange digital signatures for all 
inputs before relaying the final transaction to the network.

With the introduction of this new feature, each party can now 
sign their relevant inputs and outputs, even if their wallet is 
offline. For instance, Alice can fulfill and sign her inputs and 
outputs, creating a partial transaction that only requires Bob’s 
input to be complete. Once Bob fulfills his part and signs it, he 
can then relay the transaction to the network.

This innovative feature allows partial transactions to be created 
and signed beforehand, enabling non-interactive atomic swaps 
even when one of the parties’ wallets is offline. It enhances the 
efficiency of the process, removes the need for both wallets 
to be online simultaneously, and opens up new possibilities 
for trustless and decentralized transactions. This is a feature 
that will be utilized by projects from Hathor Labs as well as by 
external use cases.

HEADLESS WALLET SOFT RELOAD 
Some use cases that have an integration with Hathor, need to 
have one or more multisig wallets per user. With the way that 
multisig used to be configured, they would have to update their 
config file and restart the wallet. Ideally, they would be able 
to start a new multisig wallet dynamically. We discussed the 
situation with the use cases that needed this, and based on 
their requirements we created a technical design for a solution 
that would change the configuration system to allow changing 
the configuration without stopping the headless instance. This 
solution was implemented in Q4.

NEW ADDRESS SCANNING POLICY
The new address scanning policy is one of several efforts made 
to scale the Hathor wallets. The policy is beneficial for use 
cases with numerous inactive addresses, such as exchanges, 
eliminating the need for a high gap limit (gap limit refers to 
the standard number of public addresses that are checked for 
transactions in the blockchain in order to calculate an account’s 
balance). This will make the service faster as it no longer needs 
to load thousands of inactive addresses unnecessarily. Read 
more about this and the other wallet improvements in our latest 
blog post on the topic.

https://blog.hathor.network/scaling-the-hathor-wallets-c4ce31924c20
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PARTNERSHIPS

PRADATA SA

23’Q4

We’re thrilled to announce an exciting partnership with Paradata 
SA, a leading blockchain solutions provider in Paraguay. 
Renowned for its multidisciplinary team and commitment to 
sustainability, Paradata SA aligns seamlessly with Hathor Network.

Paradata SA aims to be a national reference in blockchain 
development, spanning public, private, and military sectors. 
Their focus on quality, safety, reliability, and legal security in 
digital services makes them an ideal partner.

This collaboration accelerates innovation, combining our 
strengths to shape the future of blockchain technology, 
especially in South America. We’re excited about the 
possibilities ahead.

FORMULA CHAIN

We are excited to announce our strategic partnership with 
Formula Chain, a boutique technology company.
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Formula Chain is at the forefront of technological innovation, 
driven by a commitment to unlocking the limitless potential 
of the digital world. Their ethos is rooted in innovation and 
characterized by a tireless pursuit of excellence and a passion 
for shaping the future.

They focus on Artificial Intelligence and envision a world where 
AI is integral to daily life. Their offerings include Permissioned 
Blockchain, SFN & CBDC Integration, Tokenized Financial Services, 
Web2/Web3 Integrations, and more.

This partnership is significant as Hathor and Formula Chain 
come together to redefine the technological landscape. 
Together, we set the course for the future of technology.
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MINING

CRYPTOGRANJAS

23’Q4

We are excited to announce that Hathor Labs has formed a 
strategic partnership with Cryptogranjas, a well-known green 
mining farm in Argentina. Cryptogranjas is renowned for its 
innovative renewable energy initiatives, converting flare gas 
from oil wells into green energy and transforming organic waste, 
such as manure, into clean energy converted into Bitcoins. By 
collaborating with Cryptogranjas, we are launching our Hathor 
Green initiative, which incentivizes and rewards blockchain 
miners who adopt sustainable energy sources. 

As part of Hathor Green, participants in the program will be 
eligible for an additional reward in HTR tokens, the native 
cryptocurrency of Hathor Network. To qualify, miners must 
provide evidence of using a renewable energy source through 
documentation or proof of purchasing credits from clean energy 
sources for mining operations. The bonus will be calculated 
monthly based on the percentage of mining rewards.

José Sarasola, CEO of Cryptogranjas, expressed enthusiasm 
about the partnership, stating, “We are thrilled to announce 
that we have commenced mining with Hathor, expanding 
our commitment to sustainable blockchain solutions. 
At Cryptogranjas, we believe in cultivating digital assets 
and fostering collaborations that drive innovation without 
compromising our eco-friendly principles.”

Diego Guareschi, CMO of Hathor, highlighted the significance of 
the Hathor Green program, stating, “The Hathor Green initiative 
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aims to reduce environmental impact by encouraging the 
use of clean energy in the mining process. It is essential for us 
to collaborate with partners who share our commitment to 
sustainability and ESG principles. We anticipate more initiatives 
like this to emerge, paving the way for increasingly sustainable 
cryptocurrency mining.”

The partnership with Cryptogranjas reinforces our dedication to 
pushing the boundaries of green technology in the blockchain 
space. Together, we are planting the seeds of a more sustainable 
and prosperous future for the entire blockchain ecosystem.
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NETWORK & 
MAINTENANCE

SYNC V2
The Sync v2 protocol represents a considerable upgrade to 
Hathor Network that will affect most parts of our infrastructure. 
Sync v2 has been added in the last full node release, and while 
it is still the non-default sync method, anyone who wants to can 
enable it on their nodes. The new sync protocol has already been 
running for a few months on several full nodes, and it has been 
running very stable and without issues. Very soon, we will make 
sync v2 the default sync method, which will effectively enable 
it on the whole network. There is a blog article on Sync v2 if you 
want to read more about it.

FULL NODE
We released two new major versions of the full node in Q4, both 
packed with new features, improvements, and fixes.

Among the most notable improvements were important 
advances in the implementation of the sync-v2 protocol, and 
important P2P connectivity improvements. Support for Python 
v3.9 has also been dropped.

View the full release notes and download the latest version from 
the full node’s Github repository.

23’Q4

https://blog.hathor.network/sync-protocol-v2-is-coming-7683f17c7db5
https://github.com/HathorNetwork/hathor-core/releases
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MARKETING 
HIGHLIGHTS 

OFFLINE EVENTS  

CV SUMMIT

23’Q4

Hathor Labs has proudly attended the prestigious CV Summit 
in Zug, Switzerland. CEO Volker Kuebler and advisor Yan Martins 
engaged with over 1,000 leaders, innovators, investors, and 
policymakers during the two-day event on October 3-4, 2023.

CV Summit, celebrating 10 years of Crypto Valley, served as a prime 
platform for networking and discussions, allowing us to showcase 
our vision and connect with industry influencers. The event featured 
dynamic sessions, multiple networking breaks, and explored key 
topics such as stablecoins, emerging markets, and the power of 
investors and tech trailblazers.

As we continue building our blockchain community, CV Summit 
provided an opportunity to establish meaningful connections with 
top leaders and investors, contributing to the ongoing success of 
Crypto Valley as a global blockchain leader. It was a celebration 
of the vibrant blockchain community and emphasized the 
importance of staying connected in the evolving landscape of 
blockchain technology.
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WEB SUMMIT LISBON

During our week at WebSummit, we actively participated in the 
event’s growth segment, hosting a booth to educate businesses 
and bystanders on blockchain applications for web2 natives. 
We focused on explaining how Hathor addresses the blockchain 
trilemma for web3 natives.

Our interactions included meetings with key partners and making 
new connections, contributing to the event’s overall success. 
Looking forward, we’ve confirmed our presence at WebSummit 
events in Qatar, Brazil, Canada, and Portugal for 2024.

WebSummit, a globally recognized tech event with over 900,000 
attendees and 32,000 startups, provided an ideal platform for 
networking and collaboration. Our participation underscores 
our commitment to engaging with the broader tech community 
and exploring opportunities in diverse locations.

BLOCKCON 2023 PARAGUAY

As proud sponsors of BlockCon 2023, we shared insights on the 
practical applications of blockchain in government, banking, 
and business. Our team participated in a panel on the main 
stage discussing the tokenization of securities with approval 
by the CVM, contributing to the ongoing dialogue on the 
intersection of technology and finance.
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BlockCon 2023 provided an ideal platform to reinforce our presence 
in the LATAM region. Engaging with industry leaders and attendees, 
we solidified partnerships and collaborations, contributing to the 
growth of blockchain technology in Latin America.

LABITCONF

We were at LABITCONF, one of the oldest and most influential 
global crypto events. Diego Guareschi, our CMO, moderated 
a presentation with Tokenizadora’s partners and CVM 
representatives. During the session, Tokenizadora elaborated on 
the process that led to their strategic choice of Hathor as their 
blockchain. One of the pivotal factors discussed was Hathor’s 
commitment to feeless transactions. This feature not only aligns 
with Tokenizadora’s cost-effective approach but also enhances 
the overall accessibility of its tokenization services. The 
discussion further delved into Hathor’s robust security measures, 
notably through merged mining, which provides an additional 
layer of protection to the network and instills confidence in 
Tokenizadora’s stakeholders.

Another critical aspect highlighted by Tokenizadora was Hathor’s 
unlimited scalability, an essential feature in accommodating 
their decentralized ecosystem’s dynamic and evolving 
demands. The blockchain’s capacity to handle an increasing 
volume of transactions without compromising efficiency 
resonated with Tokenizadora’s vision for seamless and scalable 
tokenization processes.

Tokenizadora has had remarkable success on Hathor, 
exemplified by the minting of over USD 40 million in Real World 
Assets. This achievement is a tangible demonstration of the 
collaboration between Tokenizadora and Hathor, showcasing 
the blockchain’s capabilities and its role in facilitating 
Tokenizadora’s growth within the Fintech landscape. Check the 
full presentation here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5wNza1gbOM
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EVENTS IN ASIA

Expanding our global outreach, our team participated in 
events such as Expand North Star, Gitex Global, and the Future 
Blockchain Summit in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. These 
engagements are integral to our commitment to fostering 
connections and building key partnerships.

Our involvement in these events goes beyond a mere presence; 
it underscores our dedication to being part of the global tech 
and startup landscape. For example, at the Future Blockchain 
Summit in Dubai, a prominent tech and startup event for the 
Middle East, Africa, and South Asia, we joined over 1,800 startups 
from 100 countries. This allowed us to showcase our innovations 
and connect with industry leaders, potential collaborators, and 
professionals with similar interests.

Our primary objective in attending these events is to actively 
participate in networking opportunities and establish 
relationships with key strategic partners. These interactions 
contribute to understanding the latest industry trends and 
reinforce our commitment to the global blockchain community. 
Through these efforts, we emphasize our strategic focus on 
fostering innovation and collaboration on a global scale. We 
anticipate more opportunities as we continue contributing to the 
evolving landscape of the global tech ecosystem.
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GREEN BLOCKCHAIN SUMMIT

During COP28 in the UAE, we actively participated in the 
Green Blockchain Summit, organized by Kucoin as a side 
event. This summit, in conjunction with the 28th annual United 
Nations (UN) climate meeting, emphasized the crucial role 
of blockchain in mitigating carbon emissions and fostering 
sustainable development.

The event delved into various aspects of blockchain technology, 
primarily focusing on its potential to reduce carbon emissions. 
Notably, the discussions extended to tokenizing private and 
green bonds, offering intriguing insights into sustainable 
financial practices.

Our attendance at these events holds particular significance in 
light of our newly announced collaboration with Cryptogranjas, 
the largest cryptocurrency farm in Argentina, specializing in 
green mining practices, and the relaunch of Hathor Green.
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ONLINE EVENTS

NANO CONTRACTS INAUGURAL WORKSHOP

We recently organized an extensive Nano Contracts 
Workshop, offering an in-depth exploration of the Nano 
Contracts architecture and the Software Development Kit 
(SDK) specifically tailored for our esteemed Beta Testers. 
This exclusive event was conducted in a closed setting, with 
participation from our dedicated community developers and 
esteemed institutional partners who play a crucial role in 
shaping the future of Nano Contracts.

The workshop was an invaluable opportunity for our Beta 
Testers to delve into the intricacies of Nano Contracts, gaining 
a comprehensive understanding of the underlying architecture 
and harnessing the potential of the SDK. The collaborative 
environment facilitated meaningful discussions, idea exchanges, 
and hands-on exploration of the technology, enabling 
participants to grasp the nuances of implementation.

We have since made the recorded swap demo accessible 
on our official YouTube channel. This decision stems from our 
commitment to transparency and community engagement, 
as we believe in keeping our wider community informed about 
the latest developments and progress in the Nano Contracts 
journey. The YouTube demo provides a visual walkthrough, 
allowing viewers to witness firsthand the innovative features, 
functionalities, and advancements made during the workshop.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmPQgtBxNiA
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PAPO DE CEO PODCAST (CEO TALK PODCAST)

Our Chief Marketing Officer, Diego Guareschi was invited to the 
CEO Podcast, where he delved into insightful discussions about 
a variety of topics, including how Hathor empowers both simple 
and highly complex use cases through Tokenization, 

He explains how Hathor’s easy Tokenization benefits various 
businesses. For instance, a local barber can use it for a 
straightforward loyalty program tied to haircuts. At the same 
time, more extensive financial operations, like Tokenizadora can 
apply it to more complex scenarios like private bonds. 

This shows how Hathor’s versatility helps businesses of different 
sizes and types. Check it here (video in Portuguese).

CAMPAIGNS

BLACK FRIDAY CAMPAIGN

Our team at Hathor Labs collaborated with CompassUOL for an 
impactful Black Friday campaign, offering consultancy, solution 
modeling, and up to 100,000 $HTR to support innovative projects. 
This strategic partnership demonstrates our dedication to 
fostering blockchain-based solutions and supporting the growth 
of projects within our ecosystem.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YD_Gj-h24MA
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As part of this collaboration, we are excited to introduce a 
groundbreaking project—a social coin designed to enhance 
transparency in charitable donations. Leveraging blockchain 
technology, this coin simplifies the audit and tracking processes, 
ensuring a transparent view of the progress of funded projects 
and enhancing accountability. This feature is particularly 
appealing to foreign and corporate investors, providing them 
with clear insights into the impact of their contributions.

Aligned with ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance) principles, 
the social coin is strategically designed to increase trust and 
investment in social initiatives. By broadening the scope of 
potential funding for impactful causes, we aim to make a lasting 
difference in our communities.

Due to confidentiality reasons, we can’t announce the project 
winner in its early stage. Nevertheless, this initiative will 
significantly support transparent and accountable social 
impact efforts.

PR RELEASES

Hathor Network continues to captivate the media’s attention, 
with recent press coverage showcasing the network’s expertise 
and influence in various domains.

In an insightful feature titled “Opinião: Blockchain é o Futuro do 
Setor Logístico” on Exame Online, a respectful Brazilian media 

https://exame.com/future-of-money/opiniao-blockchain-e-o-futuro-do-setor-logistico/
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channel, Diego Guareschi, Hathor Labs’ CMO, shares his vision 
on how blockchain technology is shaping the future of the 
logistics sector. This highlights Hathor’s commitment to exploring 
innovative blockchain applications beyond the traditional 
financial sphere.

Still on Exame, Diego amplifies Hathor Network’s reach in 
the “Future of Money” editorial. The network is prominently 
featured in an article outlining “5 Vantagens de Criar um Token 
para o seu Negócio,” emphasizing Hathor’s role in promoting 
tokenization and its benefits for businesses navigating the 
evolving financial landscape.

Hathor Labs’ CMO also recommended a book in the article 
“No Dia do Livro, 10 Executivos Indicam 10 Obras de Cabeceira 
para Investir com Inteligência” on Valor Investe. Among ten 
executives, he shared his blockchain literacy suggesting 
“Blockchain Revolution” written by Don and Alex Tapscott, as a 
reference for those who want to get inspired by the potential of 
blockchain. 

Still in this quarter, Diego’s insightful commentary extends to 
discussions on significant events in the cryptocurrency space, 
as seen in “Especialistas Comentam sobre o Impacto do 
Halving do Bitcoin no Mercado” De Olho na Mídia. Additionally, 
his perspective on the challenges faced by Mark Cuban in the 
crypto realm is featured in “Bilionário Perde Quase R$ 4,5 Milhões 
em Golpe com Criptomoedas” on UOL Economia.

Hathor Network’s dynamic engagement is further showcased 
with the announcement of the Black Friday Campaign 
on Cointelegraph. This campaign underscores Hathor’s 
commitment to community engagement, innovation, and its 
presence in mainstream media outlets.

These press releases underscore Hathor Network’s multifaceted 
approach, positioning it as a leading force in blockchain 
technology. The network continues to leave a mark on the 
evolving narrative of the blockchain industry.

https://exame.com/future-of-money/5-vantagens-de-criar-um-token-para-o-seu-negocio/
https://valorinveste.globo.com/google/amp/educacao-financeira/noticia/2023/10/29/no-dia-do-livro-10-executivos-indicam-10-obras-de-cabeceira-para-investir-com-inteligencia.ghtml
https://deolhonamidia.com/especialistas-comentam-sobre-o-impacto-do-halving-do-bitcoin-no-mercado/economia-e-politica/
https://economia.uol.com.br/mais/ultimas-noticias/2023/10/13/bilionario-golpe-criptomoedas-como-se-proteger.htm
https://br.cointelegraph.com/news/crypto-news-bitcoin-market-will-give-r800-in-btc-binance-announces-news-bible-in-nft-and-other-announcements
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WEBSITE LAUNCH

We are thrilled to share exciting developments from the past 
quarter, marking a significant milestone in our journey — 
launching the latest version of the Hathor Network’s website and 
unveiling Blockpedia, a blog powered by Hathor Labs.

The revamped Hathor Network website is more than just a visual 
upgrade. It mirrors our mature stage of development, showcasing 
the evolution of our network. Navigating the site, you’ll find an 
intuitive interface that effortlessly guides you through our features, 
use cases, and the broader Hathor ecosystem.

Explore the new website to understand better the features that 
make Hathor Network stand out. From our innovative consensus 
algorithm to the scalability and versatility of our platform, the 
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website provides comprehensive insights into how Hathor is 
empowering diverse projects across industries. We are not just a 
blockchain but a catalyst for decentralized innovation.

The introduction of Blockpedia, a blog powered by Hathor Labs, 
complements the website launch. This platform is designed to 
foster a deeper connection with our community. Blockpedia is 
more than just a repository of articles; it’s a space for shared 
knowledge and insights about the use of blockchain in multiple 
industries. Stay updated on industry trends and gain a holistic 
perspective on the blockchain world through our carefully 
curated content.

As we celebrate these milestones, we invite you to explore the 
new website and dive into the Blockpedia blog. Your feedback is 
invaluable as we continue to refine and enhance our offerings.

http://www.hathor.network
https://hathor.network/blog/
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COMMUNITY 
HIGHLIGHTS

BLOCKBITES NEWSLETTER

23’Q4

As we conclude another quarter at BlockBites, we are excited 
to share the highlights of our monthly newsletters that explore 
the ever-evolving landscape of blockchain technology in Brazil 
and worldwide. Powered by Hathor, the newsletter is committed 
to bringing insightful content to keep you at the forefront of 
blockchain advancements.

Among other topics, the October edition explored how 
blockchain fights counterfeiting through transparent supply 
chains. In the November issue, the transformative potential of 
blockchain in revolutionizing the logistics sector got the spotlight. 
And to wrap up 2023, the December edition highlighted four 
keytrends shaping the blockchain landscape in 2024.

Stay informed and engaged with the latest blockchain 
technology by subscribing to BlockBites. Our commitment to 
delivering quality content remains unwavering, and we are 
grateful for your continued support.

To subscribe and join our growing community, visit here.

https://pages.hathor.network/blockbites-subscription
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WEB3 NEWS NOMINATION

Exciting news! Hathor Network is honored to be nominated for 
‘Best Blockchain Project’ by Web3News Brazil 2023, recognizing 
our leadership in the vibrant Brazilian blockchain landscape.

Brazil, a key player in the global crypto scene, secured the third 
position in global crypto adoption in 2023 with a remarkable 
24% ownership rate. The innovative Crypto Law enacted in 
2022 and the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission 
(CVM) pioneering efforts showcase the nation’s commitment to 
blockchain innovation.

Notably, the Brazilian Central Bank’s introduction of the national 
digital currency, Drex, positions Brazil as a global crypto hub. With 
active participation from major consortia, this visionary initiative 
is set to reshape the landscape by September 2024.

As we eagerly anticipate the award results in January 2024, we 
express our gratitude for your continuous support. Hathor Labs 
remains dedicated to contributing to the dynamic Brazilian 
crypto and blockchain ecosystem.
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